GOLD RESTAURANT
IMMERSIVE AFRICAN EXPERIENCE
DE WATERKANT | CAPE TOWN

SUMMER MENU
OUR ENTIRE SET MENU IS SERVED AT YOUR TABLE IN SHARING AND INDIVIDUAL PORTIONS.
YOU ARE WELCOME TO ORDER MORE OF ANY OF THE DISHES.
Africa is the second largest land mass on earth and home to hundreds of tribes, ethnic and social groups.
This diversity is reﬂected in our cuisine. Geographically and from a culinary point of view, the continent
can be divided into three principal regions: North Africa, sub-Saharan and Southern Africa. Contrary to
popular western perceptions of a predominantly meat-based diet many traditional African dishes contain
very little meat. In fact, authentic African cooking consists largely of organically produced whole grains
and beans, fresh fruit and vegetables. In an increasingly health-conscious society, African cuisine may well
become the new healthy way of cooking.

An African Taste Safari
CAMEROON SESAME CRUSTED CHICKEN SALAD WITH CORIANDER AND ORANGE DRESSING
Vegetarian option: Grilled Cauliﬂower Salad
Sesame seed is considered to be the oldest oilseed crop known to humanity.
The genus has many species, and most are wild. Most wild species are native to sub-Saharan Africa. It is
also a robust crop that needs little farming support, it is a crop that can be grown by subsistence farmers
at the edge of deserts, where no other crops grow. Sesame has been called a survivor crop.
This is the reason that we are starting our feast with a little seed of survival
NIGERIAN TAPIOCA CRISPY BREAD (gluten free) (V)
Tapioca is a starch extracted from the roots of the cassava plant, native to Brazil but brought to Africa by
the Portuguese. It is now the staple food to millions of people in tropical countries around the world.
Nigeria is the world’s largest producer of cassava
EGYPTIAN BUTTERBEAN MASH WITH DUKKAH (V)
All types of beans are valuable additions to the diet of Africa. The humble
butterbean is given a lift with the addition of dukkah (a ground spice and nut mixture)
MALAWI MBATATA BALLS (V)
Sweet Potato is the hero here. Malawi is one of the smallest countries in Africa, and Lake Malawi takes up a
third of its land area. Sweet potatoes are an important nutritional element in the diet of Malawi’s people
KENYAN IRIO PATTIES (V)
This recipe is from Kenya and directly translated, Irio simply means food. This snack combines 2 of Africa’s
most important food items, namely maize meal, and morogo – collard greens
ETHIOPIAN IAB (V)
A white curd cheese dip prepared with fresh herbs and lemon
CAPE MALAY BOBOTIE SAMOOSAS
Vegetarian option: Pea And Potato Samoosas
A beautifully fragrant curried mince made with venison and lamb. South Africa’s unofﬁcial national dish,
Bobotie, is served in a crisp pastry.
MOROCCAN COUS COUS WITH GRILLED VEGETABLES (V)
Seasonal vegetables top a North African staple
ZANZIBAR MASALA FISH CURRY WITH TAMARIND
Vegetarian option: Moroccan Olive And White Bean Tagine
Tamarind is a leguminous tree bearing edible fruits that is native to Africa. Tamarind contains health beneﬁts – both anti-inﬂammatory and antioxidant properties.
SOUTH AFRICAN “BRAAI”
Vegetarian option: Congolese Spinach With Traditional Pap
Known around the world as BBQ – the South African word “braai” is a combination of the dutch “braden”,
meaning grill or roast, and “vleis” which is Afrikaans for meat. “braden vleis” merged into the shortened
Braai.
Venison sausage is served with traditional pap and tomato smoor
SOUTH AFRICAN CRUNCHY SWEETCORN SLAW (V)
A modern twist to the traditional coleslaw served at most South African Braai events
CAPE TOWN CARDAMOM ICE CREAM WITH ORANGE AND CARDAMOM SYRUP (V)
TUNISIAN ALMOND AND PISTACHIO FINGERS (V)
Phylo pastry rolled into cigar shapes, ﬁlled with ground nuts and rose water paste.
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